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S U M M A R Y
Purpose: The aim of this study was to explore how first-line nurse managers constructed the meaning of resilience and its relationship to work-life balance for nurses in Korea.

Methods: Participants were 20 first-line nurse managers working in six university hospitals. Data were collected through in-depth interviews from December 2011 to August 2012, and analyzed using Strauss and Corbin’s grounded theory method.

Results: Analysis revealed that participants perceived work-life balance and resilience to be shaped by dynamic, reflective processes. The features consisting resilience included “positive thinking”, “flexibility”, “assuming responsibility”, and “separating work and life”. This perception of resilience has the potential to facilitate a shift in focus from negative to positive experiences, from rigidity to flexibility, from task-centered to person-centered thinking, and from the organization to life.

Conclusions: Recognizing the importance of work-life balance in producing and sustaining resilience in first-line nurse managers could increase retention in the Korean nursing workforce.

Copyright © 2015, Korean Society of Nursing Science. Published by Elsevier. All rights reserved.

Introduction

A survey of nationwide medical institutions showed that turnover rates of Korean registered nurses in 2010, 2011, and 2012 were 18.5%, 17.0%, and 16.8%, respectively [1]. The majority of nurses in Korea are in their 20s, which accounts for 47.2% of all nurses. Nurses in their 30s and 40s constitute 31.6% and 15.7% of the workforce respectively, indicating that nurses in these age groups have been leaving the workforce. In contrast, the average age of working nurses in Japan and the United States is late 30s to early-to-mid 40s [2]. Married nurses account for approximately 70% of the nursing workforce in the United States and Canada [3].

Key reasons reported for the turnover of Korean nurses include marriage and childbirth [1]. Married nurses may find it difficult to achieve work-life balance by having shift duties as well as the responsibilities of housework and childcare [4]. An inverse relationship between quality of work-life among nurses and their intention to leave the workforce, has been reported [5,6]. A law has been passed in Korea to help double-income families to balance work and life [7]. It is therefore critical to consolidate the organizational culture in applying the policy on work-life balance [8].

The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development [9] defines work-life balance as a state of equilibrium between an individual’s work and personal life. Regarding personal life, this current study focuses on family. Greater understanding of nurses who have family responsibilities is important in developing policies to retain experienced nurses in the workforce [10]. Retaining staff has been shown to enhance the quality of patient care [11]. It is therefore important to retain experienced married nurses.

Recent research has focused on the relationship between organisations and its impact on the well-being of registered nurses [12,13]. There has also been a focus on the role of organisational practices in health care institutions in developing and sustaining individual resilience [14,15]. Gittell et al. [14,15] argued that relational coordination, or the capacity to collectively communicate effectively, indicates a resilient response to an external threat. These studies in particular suggest the importance of managerial and organizational relations in engendering resilience in nurses. In this sense, nurse managers are in a key position to foster a supportive environment, wherein work-life balance might be achieved [16].

To date, the study of resilience in the nursing context has been conducted in the areas of peri-operative care [17], hospice care [18], aged care [19], and in new graduates [20]. The results generally...
show that resilience is perceived as a strategy to overcome challenging situations in nursing. Work-life balance has been found to be a decisive factor underpinning resilience in aged care nurses [19] and in circumstances of workplace adversity [17,21].

Resilience is generally defined as the capacity of an individual or organisation to survive and to adapt to adversity [22]. It allows individuals to establish supportive relationships with family and friends during stressful periods [23]. Considering the inherently stressful nature of the nursing environment, resilience is arguably an important factor as an attribute of a nurse [19]. Thus, it is meaningful to explore the ways in which first-line nurse managers perceive work-life balance, and how resilience is relevant to this issue.

The aim of this research was to explore how first-line nurse managers constructed the meaning of resilience and its relationship to work-life balance for nurses. The intention was to generate a strategic framework for developing the competence of first-line nurse managers in ensuring work-life balance for staff nurses.

Methods

Study design

We applied grounded theory within a symbolic interactionist framework, in which individuals align their actions to the actions of others to guide data collection and analysis [24,25]. In other words, we act and react to how we think others see us. The research constituted a combination of inductive and deductive approaches in exploring the ways in which the participants interpreted and therefore acted in their social worlds. Inductive reasoning was applied in the coding and analytical interpretation of semi-structured, open-ended interview data. Deductive reasoning was employed to assimilate the analytical findings with existing knowledge and in generating new understandings of the research phenomena.

Participants

Participants were first-line nurse managers (head nurses or unit managers) from six university hospitals in a major city in Korea. All of whom were married and had children as inclusion criteria. Twenty participants were recruited through purposive sampling, and data was collected until data saturation was reached. Theoretical sampling methods were employed as data collection and analysis progressed. For example, participants were selected to investigate differences between coping methods and strategies based on the experience of the first-line nurse managers. To explore this issue further, we interviewed participants with over 10 years' working experience.

Mean age of participants was 45 years (with a range of 41–51 years), and all were female. Twelve participants (60%) had a master's degree. On average, the participants had 19.8 years of nursing experience and 10.2 years' experience as first-line nurse managers. The majority of participants had two children. Eleven received support from maternal parents and six from paternal parents. The six hospitals included in the study were large (with an average of 800–1,500 beds). However, they provided restricted support for work-family balance, for example, nursery facilities and flexible work schedules (Table 1).

Data collection

Data was collected via in-depth interviews carried out between December 1, 2011 and August 20, 2012. Guiding questions were developed from a review of the relevant literature. Interviews began with an open-ended question (“What are the advantages in maintaining work-life balance?”). More focused questions aiming at a clearer understanding of the data included the following: “How do you overcome difficult situations?” and “What strategies do you use in dealing with difficult situations?” Initially, guiding questions were used. Thereafter, interviews proceeded in accordance with relevant topics raised by participants.

In the first phase, all 20 participants were interviewed individually and for an average of 60 minutes. In the second phase, seven participants were interviewed face-to-face and three were interviewed over the phone. The duration of these interviews averaged 20 minutes. Five participants were interviewed a third time, for the purpose of member checking. The time and place for interviews were selected on the basis of convenience for participants. Most interviews were held in meeting rooms at the respective hospitals with one conducted in a university laboratory. A reflective diary was completed following each interview and later transcribed. The recorded interviews were transcribed verbatim in Korean.

Table 1 Characteristics of Participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PN</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>NE</th>
<th>NEM</th>
<th>NC/Age</th>
<th>Caregivers of participants’ children</th>
<th>UH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>Bachelor’s degree</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2/13,11</td>
<td>Neighbor, relative</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Master’s degree</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2/17,13</td>
<td>Mother, day care center</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Master’s degree</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2/13,10</td>
<td>Mother, sister, baby-sitter</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>Master’s degree</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2/23,21</td>
<td>Mother</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>Master’s degree</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2/18,16</td>
<td>Parents in law</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Bachelor’s degree</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2/19,12</td>
<td>Mother, Baby-sitter</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>Bachelor’s degree</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2/15,12</td>
<td>Mother in law, relatives</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>Master’s degree</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3/21,19,13</td>
<td>Parents in law, parents</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Bachelor’s degree</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3/22,18</td>
<td>Participant, childcare center</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Master’s degree</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2/16,14</td>
<td>Mother</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>Bachelor’s degree</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>Aunt</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>Doctor’s degree</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2/25,17</td>
<td>Mother in law</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>Bachelor’s degree</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2/13,11</td>
<td>Mother</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Bachelor’s degree</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2/14,11</td>
<td>Mother</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Master’s degree</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2/10,8</td>
<td>Mother in law</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>Master’s degree</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1/15</td>
<td>Mother</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Master’s degree</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2/16,13</td>
<td>Mother</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>Master’s degree</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2/16,14</td>
<td>Baby-sitter</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Master’s degree</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2/17,14</td>
<td>Mother in law, childcare center</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>Bachelor’s degree</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2/19,17</td>
<td>Mother, sister, baby-sitter</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. PN = participant number; NE = nursing experience (year); NEM = nursing experience in first-line nurse managers (year); NC = number of children; UH = university hospital.
Data analysis

The constant comparative method is fundamental to grounded theory [25,26] and was used to facilitate data analysis. Data collection and analysis were conducted simultaneously, using open, axial, and selective coding phases [25]. In open coding, codes were verified through line-by-line analysis and groups of conceptually similar open codes were combined to form larger categories. In axial coding, relationships between the categories and the properties and dimensions of each category were verified. In selective coding, the core category of “dynamic and reflective processes” emerged from the final analysis. The final model was formed through the researcher’s memos and diagrams describing links between categories (Figure 1). The first author translated the Korean transcripts and interpretations into English. A bilingual consultant reviewed the English version for external validation. The rigor of the study results was enhanced using several strategies, including member checks to obtain feedback on the researcher’s interpretations and conclusions drawn from the data, prolonged engagement in the field, peer review through data collection and result description, a search for negative cases that challenged emerging hypotheses, and a reflective memo to develop categories that directed theoretical sampling [27,28].

Ethical consideration

This study was carried out following approval from the Ewha Womans University Institutional Review Board (IRB No. 2011-8-5) to provide participants with ethical protection. Written informed consent (assurances of confidentiality and the right to withdraw from the study at any time) was obtained from each participant prior to her interview.

Results

Core category: “dynamic and reflective process”

The “dynamic and reflective process” refers to the interrelation of resilience and support for work-life balance in first-line nurse managers. Personal conflicts in achieving work-life balance were an essential component in understanding married nurses’ difficulties dealing with this issue. The main factors facilitating resilience included a sense of achievement, family support, and financial independence. Factors constituting resilience (positive thinking, flexibility, assuming responsibility, and separating work and life) promote the retention of married nurses in the workforce by enabling them to balance work and family. The relationship between resilience and work-life balance is mediated by nurse managers’ perceptions of the importance of work-life balance, and this is linked to the support that staff nurses receive. Their resilience facilitates shifts from negativity to positivity, from rigid to flexible thinking, and from task-oriented to human-orientated and organization-centered to family-centered approaches.

“Dynamic and reflective process” emerged as the core theme. While reflecting on continuous conflicts between work and life, participants underwent ongoing development and transformation in their resilience, and consequently in helping staff nurses achieve work-life balance (Figure 1).

Meaning of resilience

Positive thinking

Participants referred to changes in their perception of interpersonal relations over time. Their focus shifted from weaknesses in others to strengths. Participants recognized the capabilities of each staff nurse, and encouraged their development through positive feedback.

I used to judge staff nurses only with my own subjective standards and force them to do something as I wanted. Now, I can come to understand their characteristics and wait until some nurses show their responses even later than I’ve expected. (Participant 2)

Flexibility

The participants noted that, as first-line nurse managers, they were often criticized for being assertive and too critical or rigid. They subsequently sought to be more broad-minded and flexible. One participant recalled a staff nurse who resigned after being severely reprimanded by a head nurse, and noted the importance of accepting different views and thus being flexible in the
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achievement of productive outcomes. The issue of managers’ inflexibility was raised by employees with health problems. This suggests the impact of manager’s attitudes on their health [29]. Where consensus among nurses was needed, the participants sought to persuade others through group or individual communication and by bringing supporting evidence to the conversations. One participant had the experience of aggravating everyone in the ward by treating a married nurse favorably, which was perceived as unprincipled. Nevertheless, conversations facilitated reflection on sensitive issues and fostered flexibility in addressing these issues:

I gave one nurse favors because of her difficult situation and also told others about her problems. When a colleague complained that this was unfair, I met her and tried to persuade her by saying “It was inevitable. If not, she would end up resigning and this would cause much damage. So please understand.” But I also clearly set a time limit for favors. Most understood my concern. (Participant 3)

I’m going through similar situation. I know how difficult it is. Nurses who work shifts will go through tough times. So, I suggested setting a rule that helps married nurses in our ward. Because this is what other colleagues will also face some day. (Participant 18)

Assuming responsibility

Participants were acutely aware of their responsibility in ensuring staff satisfaction. They delegated authority to staff nurses in order to enhance their skills and to educate them to respond effectively in complex situations. In particular, they felt a sense of pride and reward when married nurses were promoted. Yet the participants worked in relative isolation and were at times uncertain of their duties as first-line nurse managers:

I’m the one who has to protect staff nurses. They cannot but depend on the head nurse. But, there is no one I can talk to, and I feel afraid and wonder if I’m qualified as a manager. (Participant 13)

Most participants did not apply the same promotion criteria to staff nurses who had taken maternity leave. On reflecting on their personal experience, managers felt a responsibility to support staff nurses’ work-life balance. Participants had conflicting views on the promotion process for staff nurses. Some argued for equal promotion opportunities, regardless of maternity leave, and others disagreed. Generally, organizations that emphasized task performance offered fewer promotion opportunities for those who took leave for family or other reasons [30]. This shifted, however, when participants embraced flexibility and focused on human relations. First-line nurse managers were responsible for accommodating this shift, despite their position as mediator between senior leaders and staff nurses:

Reflecting on my difficulty in child-care 10 years ago, I think all nurses should be offered maternity leave and we should help them avoid any unfair treatment. Organizations should not pursue their goals at the cost of neglecting the rights of the individual. (Participant 15)

Separating work and life

Participants recalled their own crises emanating from work-life conflict, and how prioritizing work exacerbated these difficulties. It left little time and energy for them to engage in their children’s education, and more generally in household activities. Participants reflected on times when their children faced challenges at school or became ill, which reinforced the importance of family:

One day when I got back from work totally exhausted, I found myself raging at my children and I knew that I was not a good mother. Looking back in 2007 when my children were in elementary school and I was under a lot of stress, I was diagnosed with hyperthyroidism. I was so sorry for my children. (Participant 7)

Participants perceived themselves as neglectful mothers and, as a result, attempted to separate work and life as a means of redressing the situation. Participants separated their work from their lives by prioritizing, in other words, by controlling tasks through efficient time management. Nurses could achieve better work-life balance when afforded autonomy in selecting and controlling their work [31]:

Previously, I tended to regard overtime shifts as the norm for nurses. But, I realized that I had not considered their families. Suffering insufficient time to deal with domestic responsibilities while working, I could understand how important a boss’s consideration was. Looking backward, I believed that sort of understanding is initiated from recognition of work-life balance. (Participant 5)

Facilitating resilience

A sense of achievement

Participants experienced their work as rewarding when their accomplishments were recognized. Self-esteem was connected to success in the hospital evaluation program and in public activities, such as conference presentations. A strong desire for self-development and achievement was expressed in the form of expectation of and hope for a better future:

Quitting the job and going back to my family may be good for children for a while. But, for me and in the future, it is important to overcome adversities. (Participant 6)

Family support

Most participants relied on maternal or paternal parents for help with childrearing. In particular, mothers with previous career experience encouraged their daughters or daughters-in-law to work and advocated domestic responsibilities being shared in families. Family support therefore facilitates resilience. In this study, participants relied heavily on the maternal parents: 11 maternal parents took care of the children, accounting for 55% of the sample; this figure is higher than the 12% found in a survey of double-income families [32]. This support may be interpreted as an indication of maternal parents’ hope for and dedication to their daughters’ career development. It is an indicator of the stronger family support received by successful nurse managers [16]:

My mother-in-law liked me to work like my husband, so she helped and supported me a lot. My mother also supported me to continue my career because I’ve been educated enough to demonstrate my ability. Returning from work, I complained to my mother about the hard work, saying, “I want to quit the job.” But my mother listened to my complaints without showing any of her feelings about housework and child-care. (Participant 7)

Financial independence

Participants defined financial independence as willingness to spending income on cultural life, educational costs for children, and self-development. Most participants considered themselves
financially independent. They distributed their expenses equally across ongoing professional training, exercise, and stress management to sustain their professional life.

Supporting work-life balance for nurses

Giving favors

Participants distinguished between married and unmarried nurses. The former were perceived as more considerate and generous, giving favors, thinking about their personal roles. This was attributed to the development of personal responsibilities and enabled them to maintain fairness for all staff members.

Participants distinguished between married and unmarried nurses, I can distinguish the difference: Unmarried nurses handle tasks rapidly and promptly, while married nurses are more likely to listen and understand every single patient’s situation even though it may take time. (Participant 1)

Participants suggested that married nurses were open-minded and demonstrated deep understanding that was achieved through experience. Because married nurses were considered to be experienced, participants sought to retain them by granting favors. These included reducing their number of night shifts, assigning them to adjust working hours to be more flexible, and preventing unfair treatment to nursing employees, and might impact the functional effectiveness of the hospital [33]. This is illustrated by participants’ statements, including the following:

I gave favors to a married nurse by exempting her from the conference held once a month to allow her to rest at home. But her role at work was reduced, the evaluation was not good, and relationships with other nurses seemed to be getting worse. (Participant 13)

Participants, who were all managers with an average of 10 years’ career experience, felt that the best solution would be to establish a system providing married nurses with preferential treatment. They reached this conclusion through trial and error. When participants assigned married nurses with visible tasks according to their abilities as a basis for favors, staff nurses understood and reached a certain level of consensus:

Married nurses require certain favors concerning family and childrearing, but these need to be justified in order to be accepted by other staff members. You have to make other nurses acknowledge that those married nurses were entitled to such favors, thinking “she worked a lot, so she deserves less night work” or “she has knowhow and skill, so it is fine to give her a special favor.” Then each can get along without conflicts. (Participant 15)

Advising as a mentor

Participants assumed the role of mentor for married nurses and reinforced the importance of maintaining work-life balance and leading a life as a mother, wife, and woman. One participant recounted her experience of how she treated her parents who took care of her children:

Participants also acknowledged the childrearing rights of their nurses. They allowed nurses to bring children to private meetings and helped care for them when they were ill. One participant kept photos of staff members’ children and, as a result, their relationships developed with greater trust:

If a child came to a hospital, I also visited the child after the clinic and kept photos of them. So, it is interesting to see them growing up. Married nurses liked such interest and were concerned about their children. (Participant 11)

Discussion

The results generated by this study reveal that resilience in first-line nurse managers is a dynamic, reflective process involving managing personal lives and responding to organizational demands. In this context, resilience is not merely a collection of personal characteristics, but a social process of accessing resources and acting to overcome adversity [17]. The study showed resilience to be a process of ongoing development, whereby participants drew on personal and institutional resources and maintained increasingly objective views on dealing with issues and conflicts. Nurses with longer experience exhibited more advanced skills related to resilience [34]. Therefore, resilience is understood not as an innate talent, but one that is nurtured through career development [35].

The meaning of resilience as perceived by first-line nurse managers included “positive thinking”, “flexibility”, “assuming responsibility”, and “separating work and life”. According to resilience-related characteristics as addressed in previous studies, positive thinking contributes to the development of adaptability and creativity among nurses or healthcare providers in stressful workplaces [36]. Giordano [37] suggested that resilient nurses possess self-discipline, self-confidence, resourcefulness, and flexibility. In mental health clinicians, separation of work from home has been found to mitigate stress and anxiety [35].

The first-line nurse managers had the ability to recognize and develop the strengths of staff nurses. This result is supported by previous research, showing that filling a personal role—such as spouse, coach or parent—could enrich one’s interpersonal skills and provide personal resources to obtain further skills, values, and knowledge useful in managerial roles [38]. Jackson et al. [21] found that nurses who participated in personal activities, rather than concentrating solely on their profession, were better able to foster physical, emotional, and spiritual development, and achieve work-life balance. This applied especially to those with highly demanding careers, such as nursing. First-line nurse managers came to understand staff nurses’ work-life balance by reflecting on their personal roles. The personal role could thus be considered a key attribute for managers. Understanding personal roles fosters positive long-term thinking, and leads to positive attitudes by motivating individuals to develop their personal and/or professional capacities.

Participants described a trajectory of experience, in which thinking was task-oriented and management was rigid. Sieber [39] found positive outcomes for managers’ role-diversity, including personal roles. This was attributed to the development of flexibility: adjusting to diverse demands and becoming more tolerant towards discrepant points of view. Initially, most first-line nurse
managers tended to put work before life. The participants in this study, who sought to separate work and life, had an average of 10 years’ managerial experience. They expressed their realization of the importance of life through their experiences of work-life conflict. A shift in managerial values was needed to recognize that separating work and life traditionally leads to greater value being placed on potential career development [40].

Some participants attempted to elicit understanding and sympathy from staff nurses by assigning certain tasks to married nurses in consideration of their circumstances. They tried to retain married nurses on their staff by offering emotional support, such as showing interest in and sharing advice regarding their children. Previous studies have found that managers’ support for work-life balance is closely related to the turnover rate of employees [41], and that the amount of sleep employees get affects their health [29]. Since nurse managers play a key role in fostering an atmosphere supportive of work-life balance [10,16], the strategies for developing resilience and work-life balance suggested in this study may serve as a foundation for further research.

Because of work commitments, first-line nurse managers could only examine their health or life retrospectively—when they were sick or struggling at school as a child. This decreased their ability to perceive family and health crises, and supports the suggestion that nurse managers underestimate the effect of stress on their health [16]. Further, junior healthcare managers were not recognized as potential causes of stress, which could affect their health and performance [42]. The occurrence of crises, such as children’s abnormalities and health problems, afforded them an opportunity to reflect on their lives. Resilience can be interpreted as a rate of passage, consisting of learning by undergoing and perceiving crises.
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